
Halakha

Visiting Mourners and the Sick on
Shabbath

It states in the Gemara of Shabbath that
the ¡akhamim were only able, with difficulty,
to permit comforting mourners and visiting the
sick on Shabbath. Therefore, the time to visit
the sick is during the week.

If a person is very busy, however, and
unable to do so, but has some free time on
Shabbath, he should go visit his sick friend
who he knows will be happy to see him. He
performs a Mi£wah (righteous act) by doing so
and should not stop himself from going on
Shabbath and Yom ¤ob. Nevertheless, one
should not speak in the same manner as one
would during the week, so as not to cause
sadness and weeping.

One who is sensitive, however, and will
be pained to see the suffering of the sick,
should not go to visit on Shabbath because
Shabbath was given to delight in and not for
sadness.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh 287:1. Kaf ¡ayyim ibid, Oth 6. Mishnah
Berurah ibid 1-2)

Parashah

Shabbath Na¥amu/wa-eth-¥annan: Humility
must Precede the Torah

... LiÀ¤pi¥r  E ´̀ ẍÎx ¤W£̀  mi ¹¦xä §C ©dÎz ¤̀  g ©̧M §W ¦YÎo ¤R c À̀ §n  ¹L §W §t©p xņ §WE  ÁL §l  x ¤n´Ẍ ¦d w ¿©x
¼a ¥xg §A  »Li»¤d-l-¡̀  'd  i¥̧p §t ¦l  Ÿ §c ¹©nr̈  x ¤̧W£̀  mFÀi Just beware and greatly guard
your soul lest you forget what your eyes have seen...the day you
stood before the L-rd your G-d at ¡oreb (Debarim 4:9-10).

The Ramban (Nachmanides), in his version of the
Mi£woth (commandments), counted the commandment of
remembering Ma'amad Har Sinai (revelation at Mount Sinai) as
one of the 613 commandments from the Torah.

It would appear that Rabbenu the Ari, z"l, agrees with
this because he said that when we say when You brought us
close to Your great Name, our King in the blessings of the Shema'
every morning, we should remember Ma'amad Har Sinai .

According to the Tan¥uma, one of the reasons why we
must remember the revelation at Har Sinai is because G-d did
not choose us because we are more numerous than the other
nations. He did not choose us because we do more Mi£woth
than they do – in fact, they do some that they are not even
commanded to do. The reason is that we lower and humble
ourselves.

Everything is dependent on humility. G-d emphasizes
this great principle in order to awaken the Jewish people to
follow that path of humility. As we know, that is why He chose
Mount Sinai, a small mountain, and chose Moshe Rabbenu
(Moses), 'a"h, who was more humble than any man. From this
we learn that prior to Torah we require humility.

(See Debarim A¥adim, 15. Kissei Dawid 19)
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How to Read the Shema' Before Going to Sleep
Before going to sleep we read Shema' Yisrael. According to the Shul¥an 'Arukh, it is sufficient to read

the first paragraph only.

The Sha'ar Hakawanoth says that nowadays we are not at the level of the righteous who lived in early
times (¡asidim Rishonim) and must read the entire Shema'. According to Midrash Tan¥uma, we must
complete the Shema' in order to have 248 words (like the number of limbs in our bodies). To achieve this we
must start with the words E-l Melekh Ne'eman (according to Ashkenazic practice) or repeat the final words H'
Elokekhem Emeth (which is the most common Sephardic practice).

Even though there are authorities who permit this Shema' to be read while lying down, according to the
Mequbbalim (Qabbalists) one should read it while sitting.

(See Shul¥an 'Arukh 239: 1 with Rama. Kaf Ha¥ayyim ibid, 1, 11. Mishnah Berurah ibid, 1

Pausing Between Reciting a Blessing and Eating the Food
When reciting a blessing over food or drink, one has to be particular not to pause between the Berakha

(blessing) and the tasting of the food, longer than the time that it takes to say the three words, Shalom 'Alekha
Ribbi. However, when breaking bread after the Berakha of Hammo£i, when one is eating with others, we are
permitted to break a large piece in order to give from it to others.

We may do so even though, as a result, there will be a pause longer than the time it takes to say those three
words between the recitation of the blessing and the eating of the bread. However, it is critical that the one who says
the blessing and breaks the bread eats his portion of the Hammo£i before breaking off the portions for the others.
When drinking a hot drink, one should not blow into it to cool it down after reciting the blessing. Rather, one must
first blow and then say the blessing so that it can be drunk without interruption.

In addition, one should not say a blessing on a drink that is very hot because we are concerned that there will
be a long pause before the person drinks it.

(See Ben Ish ¡ai, Shana Aleph, Parashath Balaq, Oth Geemal)

Women’s Corner - by Rabbanith Ruth Menashe 'a"h

Not Just an Ordinary Table, Part 2
(Continued from last week)

The blessings of food in the entire world, emanated from the blessing on the twelve loaves of bread in
the Mishkan. Today, there is no Temple, so where does the blessing on the food come from?

¡akham Yoseph ¡ayyim, 'a"h, writes in 'Od Yoseph ¡ai, that nowadays, when we don't have a Temple,
our very own tables have the potential of bringing prosperity and blessings upon us. What do we need to do in
order for this to happen? When we study Torah at the table, and bring poor people to partake of the food at
our table, we increase the amount of blessings that come to us.

My dear friends, the table in our homes, and all that is connected with it, is usually part of the territory
of the women in the home. It contains within it a hidden blessing and sanctity. When preparing your table for
Shabbath, try not to see just an ordinary table, but try to remember the abundant blessings hidden within.
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